
Fashion is constantly evolving. 

Seasons change. Tastes transform. Fads come and go. 

Ruled by subjectivity, risk weaves itself into the fashion industry … blessing one 
moment. Cursing the next. 

And it’s not just a matter of style. 

The ways fashion brands operate are constantly evolving too. New 
technologies, shifting markets (at both geographic and economic levels), plus 
the looming shadow of profitability all make agility paramount. 

For ecommerce, COVID-19 thrust five-to-ten years of online growth into the 
last six months. 
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It’s also overturned traditional loyalties and given birth to a new wave of 
direct-to-consumer winners. 

Threading the needle calls for balance, a clear-eyed 
understanding of the data and trends shaping the state of 
ecommerce fashion: 

1. Online Fashion’s Market Size Grows to ~$1 Trillion by 2025 

2. Global Expansion Continues East, But ARPU Rules the West 

3. Vertical Data: Apparel, Accessories, Shoes, Luxury & Eyewear 

4. Divides Deepen, the Middle Migrates, and Brands Must Choose 

5. Profitability: Out of the Shadows and into the (Analytical) Light 

6. Ecommerce Fashion and Personalization Unite, Finally 

7. Multi-Channel Means Immersion, Not Technical Complexity 

8. In-Store Retail Remains & Omni-Channel Beckons 

9. Fashionable Predictions: Social, Loyalty & Intimacy Plus Returns 

10. Coronavirus and Why Everything Nothing Has Changed 

Note: This report serves as a compendium of 
the latest research for online fashion. 

While it touches upon practical applications, we’ll be releasing a tactical guide 
on marketing and growth strategies within the month. Since you’ve download 
the report, you’ll also get notified as soon as part two is published. 
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1. Online Fashion’s Market Size Grows 
to ~$1 Trillion by 2025 
The business of fashion is more than big; it’s the biggest of the big. 

With a combined global value of $664.5 billion in 2020, apparel, accessories, 
and footwear are the number one ecommerce sector in the world. Over the 
next five years, projections put annual revenue just shy of one trillion. 

Fueling this growth are two factors: penetration rates — as defined by “the 
share of active paying customers” — and ecommerce’s share of retail fashion. 

Estimates project an overall increase in ecommerce penetration from 
46.6% this year to 60.32% by 2024. Applied to the three major fashion segments: 

• Apparel: +12.7% 

• Footwear: +11.6% 

• Bags & Accessories: +8.5% 

Though more modest, that represents a total market share lift 
from 22% in 2020 to 24% in 2023. 
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2. Global Expansion Continues East, 
But ARPU Rules the West 
Geographically, consumption tilts heavily toward China; its $284.3B in 2020 
sales outpacing the next four countries combined: 

1. China: $284.3B 

2. United States: $126.5B 

3. United Kingdom: $32.5B 

4. Japan: $23.9B 

5. Germany: $22.5B 

Moving forward, China’s dominance will only intensify … 
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International data should not be used to downplay North America and 
Europe’s role in shaping worldwide preferences. Nor the opportunities still 
emerging domestically. 

Globally, coronavirus hit online apparel and accessories hard. 
Conversely, eMarketer reports 9% YoY growth in the US and a step-change 
in its percentage of total retail sales from 26% to 37%. Individual US consumers 
already out spend their Chinese and European counterparts as evidenced by 
average revenue per user (ARPU). 

That gap is expected to widen substantially across all verticals: 
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Data via Statista & eMarketer

https://content-na1.emarketer.com/us-ecommerce-by-category-2020
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3. Vertical Growth: Accessories, 
Apparel, Shoes, Luxury & Eyewear 
Of course, aggregate data can be a tricky thing. Especially during a global 
pandemic. 

Against eMarketer’s 8.9% YoY change, Statista shows slight declines in 2020 
versus 2019. 

Vertical-by-vertical examinations in the US reveal marked disparities, with 
luxury products and accessories (i.e., watches, jewelry, luggage, and bags) 
bearing the brunt of losses … 

• Accessories: -12.69% 

• Luxury: -11.11% 

• Footwear: -5.54% 

• Eyewear: -4.9% 

• Apparel: -2.88% 

The good news is that compounded annual growth rates are up 
and to the right for fashion at large as well as every subcategory. 
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In other words, no matter what source you turn to the prognosis 
is the same: either 2020 will end with online fashion in the black 
or its losses will rebound in 2021. 

With projections to benchmark your own growth, one final piece of 
foundational data must be attended to before looking at examples of the 
trends in action. 
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4. Divides Deepen, the Middle 
Disappears & Brands Must Choose 
Call it H.E.N.R.Y. (high earners not rich yet) versus C.A.R.L.Y. (can’t afford real life 
yet), “Generation C” versus “Generation N,” new-luxury versus dollar-shoppers 
… or simply brands versus commodities. 

Regardless of the moniker, the divide between haves and have nots has never 
been more stark. Or, rather, between those willing to pay for appearances 
(H.E.N.R.Y.) and those who don’t have the luxury (C.A.R.L.Y.). 

 

Image via 2PM, Inc. 

https://2pml.com/2019/12/06/henry/
https://www.gq.com/story/carly-demographic
https://www.fastcompany.com/90547627/how-covid-19-created-a-new-kind-of-consumer-in-just-90-days
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Data via Statista
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Widening economic gaps are likewise bifurcating commerce. Recent history is 
littered with mid-market mishaps — both online and off. In the US, income and 
wealth gaps have both deepened over the last decades: 

 

Data via Pew Research Center 

Shopping habits reflect these divides; particularly retail behemoths aimed at 
cost-conscious consumers as well as their ecommerce equivalents. 
Regardless of the generation, superstores, discount stores, and warehouse 
clubs have become the de facto choice. 

No industry bears this mark more clearly than fashion. 

And no sub-category should be more alert to its effects than DTC. 

https://www.pewsocialtrends.org/2020/01/09/trends-in-income-and-wealth-inequality/
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As middle-class consumers either disappear, seek experiences (over 
things), or reach upwards beyond their means … brands must likewise make 
a choice. 

Up-market. Down-market. Or languish in-between. 

From brand to merchandising, advertising to advocacy, even pricing to 
loyalty, the implications of this choice affect every other trend. 

Perhaps nowhere is it more relevant than the next. 
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5. Profitability: Out of the Shadows 
and into (Analytical) Light 
The struggle of profitability isn’t new. Even before coronavirus, its casualties 
were mounting. 

DTC darlings like Outdoor Voices, Everlane, AWAY, and Bonobos have all found 
themselves beneath headlines with one theme: at scale, the economics of 
DTC don’t work. 

 

Sources via Digiday (Jan. 2019), AdWeek (Mar. 2020), Digiday (Apr. 2020) & Retail Dive (July 2020) 

At the same time, outliers have emerged. 

Among the 435 companies listed in 2PM, Inc.’s DNVB Power List, 170 belong to 
the apparel or accessories category. The next largest category: health and 
wellness with 94. 

https://digiday.com/marketing/like-reality-2019-hot-dtc-brands-face-pressures-prove-profitability/
https://www.adweek.com/brand-marketing/for-dtc-brands-the-path-to-success-looks-a-lot-more-complicated-than-it-did-a-decade-ago/
https://digiday.com/media/for-dtc-brands-this-was-meant-to-be-the-year-of-profitability/
https://www.retaildive.com/news/dtc-brands-struggled-with-profitability-prior-to-covid-19-now-what/580689/
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The Top 20 Apparel or Accessories Digitally 
Native Vertical Brands 

As Ranked by 2PM Inc.’s DNBV Powerlist: 

1. StitchFix 

2. Barstool 

3. GOAT Group 

4. MeatEater 

5. Happy Socks 

6. Blenders Eyewear 

7. Prive Reveaux 

8. Bow & Drape 

9. Bucketfeet 

10. Eloquii Design Inc. 

11. Mahabis 

12. GREATS 

13. Brava home 

14. Bonobos 

15. Qalo 

16. ModCloth Inc. 

17. FANCHEST 

18. Fashion Nova 

19. Allbirds 

20.Depop 

Though not ranked in the top 20, Gymshark is perhaps the most instructive. 
After selling 21% to General Atlantic in Aug at a +£1 billion valuation, recent 
news majored on its unicorn status. 
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Typically cited strengths include a healthy mix of paid and organic social 
media, influencer marketing, and IRL events … all anchored in unifying its 
community. 

Less lauded in the mainstream — though far more applicable to DTCs — was 
the brand’s negative cash conversion cycle. Gymshark’s financial filings 
revealed not only operating profits at +£18 million and cash reserves of +£30 
million but also shrewd payment terms with suppliers. 

 

Source via Gymshark Ltd Financial Statements, 31 July 2019 (PDF) 

As Jay Vasantharajah highlighted — first, on Twitter; then, in The Power of 
Having a Negative Cash Conversion Cycle: 

https://s3.eu-west-2.amazonaws.com/document-api-images-live.ch.gov.uk/docs/NICjYfp0FKXhSaB6vX_mvGmt5kQbz2TngtHbhm-e7ng/application-pdf?X-Amz-Algorithm=AWS4-HMAC-SHA256&X-Amz-Content-Sha256=UNSIGNED-PAYLOAD&X-Amz-Credential=ASIAWRGBDBV3ARQDKZ4J%2F20200922%2Feu-west-2%2Fs3%2Faws4_request&X-Amz-Date=20200922T130246Z&X-Amz-Expires=60&X-Amz-Security-Token=IQoJb3JpZ2luX2VjEHUaCWV1LXdlc3QtMiJIMEYCIQDaenP77%2BYRphAt3Kk99T5qYR9rPvrh%2BxJROUNo2bW0VwIhAP%2BLwY%2BkndM8ARj9JzQYRsZBf9o2hKyMYuBPTptOvpyJKr0DCI3%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2F%2FwEQAxoMNDQ5MjI5MDMyODIyIgz1zzdZ0VxM3lkk4PwqkQMAds%2F7GOEQpAk9Pwj6Evn6vU4D9oC8eGlz%2BNI6XVGp8npOpDZhK4Eyyw2qosWnJxBYwckureQ4%2FFn0H7riHHN%2FAqkgdWbq7%2F%2B%2FvCiMqgLjRZyQH%2BuiuygWw04k2DBc2w7ebtZoKXg5D1qRltDFtp7S0J80hpDpUVa9QDlSGPb%2FLUFIVWhLV7Fz60mRCag%2Bv7bm7TlvTyPu6RE%2Bhsxqo0%2B08Dxq19B%2BvdySKabAvvfiXmeGWuZl6GL57Nkt9kY18zKaHy6M%2FWBmuvVFg6sDPiOLuSGqSAzDu0urogHma1yadrJnyFXu6%2Bn%2F%2FKKG6MZCAXKuHWMWhG6TIQHp6x4UZlIWoJIfIzNZI0z%2FP%2FVSNjFrmL1xAwkPXAUXK%2F2w21MNw7Hkw%2BBL1wHVC2BsCjkFwKoHU22tAIwG0kALq%2Fio5K9WijjUdGjIuEwd9EjJbTpWgBDUMYNWYMmqrKVxSHao%2BMVpk8XNneyFO3fzax2bkAAOCQg43rDm1D5d85GdQiHrvLFuKxi6lvNSZIAaWnaJvI%2BmsjDz36f7BTrqAVQIZYou0HeyBWtc8cl8kWm3PrXjbzdp6eMixRpQyCopvcMA%2BPRCekudu4usI2TtvHBt1vTOHe1Op1eVth1Y7pe%2FmUBtRc0OAR5l%2B2nAYuGiFgDf4%2FEKpWD805avLhbj7VehV%2FaLQXKdh6Q9XGsaeSxFXwUxii76e6eu2LVOaFlp9u4pE2ANTXBOyDIydg74ncuxi%2Fka%2FGhC0xLfsucxaxwFToDJvGCAR9rrQxOu2ng89nNYcoTdICO8cJhA7ZeQ6RlLVBmwB1WHlrgPn4Kipo%2BBXtqwrR50PoeIFb4PKnCAsLZFYX%2F3oV%2F57Q%3D%3D&X-Amz-SignedHeaders=host&X-Amz-Signature=4a945cdc927269be3be38ac8b683a9d50dc498d69df251979514a83f638b61ca
https://jayvas.com/the-power-of-having-a-negative-cash-conversion-cycle/
https://jayvas.com/the-power-of-having-a-negative-cash-conversion-cycle/
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“A negative cash conversion cycle means that their vendors are financing 
their operations. [A]s their sales grow, their cash balance magically increases 
instantly.” 

Gymshark’s surface-level tactics certainly played a major role. And yes, we’ll 
examine a number of those trends as manifested in other fashion brands 
below. 

Still, the company’s financial savvy fueled rapid growth without demanding 
the rock-and-hard-place choice many cash-strapped DTC brands face: long-
term debt or pre-mature VC investment. 

Vasantharajah’s article (linked above) provides a handful of steps to 
negotiate terms. The point, however, isn’t to necessarily go forth and replicate. 
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Instead, it’s a call to reorient the focus of fashion from frontend flare to 
backend books. 

An interlude on profitable growth … 

For all its complexity, profitable growth comes down to four metrics: visitors, 
conversion rate, LTV (your cash multiplier), and variable costs. 

Without hyperbole, that single equation is the future of ecommerce; fashion or 
otherwise. 

As an agency, it’s fundamentally shifted in how we structure client 
relationships. It’s also come to life in two resources. One, a guide on 
the ecommerce business strategies derived from the equation. 

And two, this tutorial detailing its development and implementation: 

As more brands move from market share to dollars in their pockets, knowing 
your variables and taking hold of those with the highest likelihood of impact 
will define success. 

https://commonthreadco.com/blogs/coachs-corner/ecommerce-business-strategy-growth
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XnguKt2Rpuc
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6. Ecommerce Fashion and 
Personalization Unite, Finally 
Given fashion’s focus on self-expression, it only makes sense that modern 
fashion consumers actively seek personalized experiences. 

This goes well beyond the typical personalization techniques that have 
become status quo by today’s standards. Things like including the customer’s 
name in your emails or delivering product recommendations based on their 
purchase history are table stakes. 

Hyper-personalization digs into the customer’s behaviors, preferences, and 
purchase history to determine how best to deliver value to them moving 
forward. 

The exemplar of this trend is Stitch Fix. 

Since its inception in 2016, the direct-to-consumer startup has grown in value 
to roughly $2.9 billion as of June 2020. 

https://www.macrotrends.net/stocks/charts/SFIX/stitch-fix/net-worth
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Through the use of artificial intelligence and machine learning technologies, 
Stitch Fix determines the exact products — variations and all — to deliver to its 
individual customers on a subscription basis. 

That level of personalization may feel out of reach. Thankfully, 
the principles behind it are anything but. 

For starters, quiz funnels have become a staple of new customer acquisition 
for Common Thread Collective’s fashion clients as well as our in-house 
brands. 

Tools like Octane AI or Typeform (if you really need to be scrappy) make 
frontend creation easy. They also make backend integration smooth, as long 
as you’re using an email marketing platform like Klaviyo with direct access to 
your product catalogue. 

Onsite tools such as Nosto take hyper-personalization a step further, 
delivering dynamic onsite content to users based on their engagement 
history. This goes for product recommendations, page copy, and more. 

7. Multi-Channel Means Immersion, 
Not Technical Complexity 
With the above in mind, it should be no surprise that multi-channel marketing 
has become a necessity. Unfortunately, terms like multi-channel and omni-
channel often feel cloaked in complexity. Especially for growing retailers. 

Multi-channel ecommerce means establishing a consistent and purchase-
centered experience on the digital platforms consumers inhabit. It need not 
span the internet. Nor does it demand being everywhere for everyone. 

https://algorithms-tour.stitchfix.com/
https://www.octaneai.com/
https://www.klaviyo.com/
https://www.nosto.com/
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Instead, savvy brands expand one channel at a time: mastering and 
prioritizing their presence along four frontiers … 

Multi-channel model 
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As a guide, consider Fabletics. Earlier this year, the brand launched a 
straightforward sales campaign with Kevin Hart. 

It began with a series of ads run natively through Kevin’s Instagram, led to a 
custom landing page, and culminated in a six-part quiz: 

 

Simultaneously, Fabletics released paid and organic content through its own 
accounts, also featuring Kevin as well as competitive messaging: 
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The campaign’s crowning glory appeared on what is often considered the 
least “cutting-edge” channel: an email from Fabletics sent through Kevin 
Hart’s name: 

 

For all its seeming complexity, the approach essentially runs on three 
channels: Facebook, onsite (through a custom landing page and quiz), and 
email. 

But because they interlock with a consistent message, those 
channels immerse their audience. 

Lifestyle accessory brand, Dorsal, does something similar: anchoring its spend 
on Facebook and Snapchat, then extending into halo efforts on … 

• Branded Google Ads to capture demand 
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• Worldwide advertising to extend its reach, and 

• Email as well as SMS depending on traffic source 

 

In addition to enhancing the customer experience for their current audience, 
this allows fashion businesses to expand as well. 

Whether targeting new audiences, experimenting with new platforms, or 
testing new creatives – multi-channel marketing is a key to growth in the 
fashion industry. 
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8. In-Store Retail Remains & Omni-
Channel Beckons 
Where multi-channel connects digital experiences, omni-channel bridges the 
online-to-offline divide through a “single view” of customers (i.e., data) with 
three major points-of-purchase: 

Omni-channel model 
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Numerous born-online fashion labels have already proven the value of 
maturing into owned retail. Chief among them, names like Lululemon, Happy 
Socks, UNtuckit, and Rhone. 

Shoe brand APL (Athletic Propulsion Labs) inverted the traditional path by 
starting its journey in luxury retailers, expanding into online DTC three years 
ago, and then establishing its flagship store in late 2019. 

Even amidst COVID-19, DNVB juggernaut Pura Vida Bracelets made its 
groundbreaking announcement. 

 

Why? Because in addition to creating a cohesive customer journey, omni-
channel operations allow fashion brands to create tactile customer 
experience. 

As Nate Checketts, Rhone’s co-founder and CEO, explains: “While transactions 
continue to scale and tilt towards seamless digital environments, the impetus 
for transactions are influenced by IRL offline.” 
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For Rhone, just as with most apparel, that “impetus” includes (1) what 
customers currently own and love, (2) what friends or family own and talk 
about, and (3) in-person, in-store interactions. 

9. Fashionable Predictions: Social, 
Loyalty & Intimacy Plus Returns 
What report on ecommerce fashion trends would be complete without 
predictions? However — rather than peer into the future through hazy 
buzzwords — instead, let’s hone in on three problems and three predictions … 
from three leaders at the forefront. 

Problem: Shoppers Aren’t Buying Native 
Social Commerce 

Despite feature releases, PR, and new integrations, native social commerce — 
i.e., buying inside platforms like Facebook and Instagram — has had a tough 
go of it. 

At best, consumers are still getting used to the idea of making purchases 
directly through social media. At worst, it’s a losing battle that won’t be won for 
at least another generation. 
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eMarketer (2018 and 2019), CivicScience (2019), Prosper Insights & Analytics (2019) 

Prediction: Social Media Becomes Fashion’s 
Landing Page to ‘Just Let Me Buy’ 

Marco Marandiz, Ecommerce DTC Strategist 

“I see a big transition from the website being 
the primary channel for how you generate 
transactions. Moving forward, we’ll see a lot 
more drops as a business model, a bigger 
part of the revenue mix for direct-to-
consumer businesses. 

“Websites will become less relevant and 
social media channels — TikTok, Instagram, 
Twitter, YouTube — those are going to be far 

https://www.emarketer.com/chart/225343/how-interested-us-internet-users-purchasing-products-through-social-media-of-respondents-by-demographic-dec-2018
https://www.emarketer.com/chart/227667/how-interested-us-internet-users-purchasing-products-through-social-media-of-respondents-by-demographic-april-2019
https://www.statista.com/statistics/1090287/purchase-via-instagram-users-usa/
https://www.statista.com/statistics/292224/social-commerce-conversion-rate-by-referrer/
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more powerful for driving sales directly to a specifically built site to make a 
sale. There won’t be the whole lifestyle photography and product descriptions 
and all of that stuff. 

“There’ll be a shift towards using social media channels as your landing page 
and very simple transactional experiences for commerce. Maybe that’s not 
‘DTC 3.0,’ but it’s the next iteration because most people are deciding to buy 
things when they see the ad, when they see the influencer, when they see the 
content, that’s when they make the decision to purchase. 

“If someone’s already bought-in on an influencer, already bought in that this 
celebrity is going to sell me this hoodie, then just let me buy it.” 

Problem: Brand Loyalty Is a Rare Commodity 
in the Fashion Industry 

According to a July 2020 survey, 37% of consumers shop with more brands 
than they did a year ago and 46% are less loyal to brands than they used to 
be. What’s more, fully 75% of Americans have changed brands during the 
pandemic. 

At the same time, 70.6% of fashion consumers say they make purchases on 
company websites instead of third-party sellers. Consumers don’t mind being 
loyal — they just need to have good reasons. 
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Data via Qubit, McKinsey & Yotpo 

Prediction: Retention Data by ‘Cohort’ Will 
Feed Cash Flow & Center on ‘Happiness’ 

Jeremy Cai, CEO & Founder of Italic 

“Primarily relevant for brands looking to scale: 
you need to be realistic in looking at your 
business from an objective and quantitative 
lens. 

“Invest in reporting early on and develop 
competency around understanding and 
dialing in the metrics that matter for your 
business on a cohort basis. The sooner you do 

https://www.prweb.com/releases/qubits_new_consumer_survey_findings_confirm_rapid_shift_in_shopper_behavior_and_potential_impact_on_holiday_shopping_in_2020/prweb17273283.htm
https://www.zdnet.com/article/mckinsey-three-factors-drive-consumer-loyalty-in-the-next-normal/
https://www.yotpo.com/us-fashion-survey/
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this, the better equipped you’ll be to answer how to grow your business. Don’t 
put this off. 

“Let’s say you sell your hero product for $100 and your contribution margin is 
$50, and let’s say you were acquiring early customers at $30 on Facebook, 
that’s great, double down. But once your CAC has grown to $60, it’ll be too late 
to course-correct. 

“What you have to know is how much those customers who bought your hero 
product and any other leading products are worth to you month after month. 
Not over a lifetime, but inside timetables that feed your cash flow. 

“Economies of scale are purely theoretical in DTC and you need to invest in 
becoming a data-driven organization early on. The radical part of Italic’s 
model is that we get to prioritize our members’ happiness by making retention 
our driving metric.” 

Problem: Pure-Play Ecommerce Easily Loses 
Intimacy, Especially for Support & Returns 

As ecommerce adoption escalates and first-time shoppers turn online, a 
chief danger is losing intimacy. Retail can forge relational experiences, but 
customer support is often the only option for online brands. Particularly, 
immediate support — before, during, and after a purchase. 

Rising return rates are another danger that loom large over online fashion: 
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Data via GlobalWebIndex 

Prediction: Tiny Screens & Tiny Keyboards 
Can Address Both Big Problems 

Vanessa Skaggs, Marketing Manager at Pura Vida Bracelets: 

“SMS and mobile messaging will overtake all channels as the primary source 
for people to reach out. Future generations will find ways to take mobile 
shopping, mobile checkouts, mobile payments to another level 
through Messenger platforms, texts, live chat, and chatbots.” 

https://www.globalwebindex.com/reports/online-shopping-returns
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“Take a highly aesthetic and digitally native Gen Z movement like VSCO girls. 
When a VSCO girl laughs it’s ‘SKSKSK.’ It doesn’t sound like laughter. But if you 
look at your phone keyboard, where are S and K buttons located? Immediately 
underneath your thumbs. So, ‘SKSKSK’ has replaced ‘LOL’ or ‘Hahaha’ — even 
though H and A are maybe one or two keys more inside.” 

“With social trends influencing buying trends, more and more people will want 
direct interaction immediately on the places they live — their phones. 
Hardwired mobile users whose expectations of online 
shopping won’t be limited to ecommerce stores 
or ecommerce sites. 

“They’ll also want to take care of returns and 
exchanges through those platforms. The 
beautiful thing is the more active you get on 
those mobile forms of real communication, 
the more proactive you get as someone 
shops, returns not only get faster but fewer.” 

10. Coronavirus and Why 
Everything Nothing Has Changed 
The COVID-19 shutdown has done major damage to the fashion industry, 
causing what some have called an “existential crisis” of sorts. “No-one wants 
to buy clothes to sit at home in,” said Simon Wolfson, CEO of Next. 

Admittedly, this statement could be overblown. The activewear 
sector experienced a spike in sales during shutdown — an increase caused by 
the need for comfortable clothes to work and workout from home in. 

The point of Wolfson’s statement is that most people aren’t buying clothing or 
fashion accessories to look good. Since they can’t go out and show off their 

https://www.bbc.com/news/entertainment-arts-52394504
https://markets.businessinsider.com/news/stocks/coronavirus--is-it-%E2%80%98survival-of-the-fittest-when-it-comes-to-retail-8680721
https://edited.com/resources/activewear-market-and-covid-19/
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new duds, many consumers are avoiding fashion-related purchases 
altogether. 

With a surplus of now-out-of-style products, these companies are left 
wondering what to do. 

Some have tried offloading their old stock via heavy clearance sales and 
promotional offers. Others have decided to hold onto their stock and work on 
rebranding it for next year. Still, others have looked to expand into different 
geographical markets where their old stock may be more in demand. 

Breakout success, however, has come from brands tailoring 
their approach to the needs of their community. 

None illustrate this level of authenticity better than fitness apparel brand, Born 
Primitive. Like all fashion labels, coronavirus hit Born Primitive hard. March 16th 
was the single worst day in company history. Within that challenge, however, 
lay a massive opportunity. 

Turned off by standard “work out at home” campaigns, Bear Handlon — Born 
Primitive’s CEO — organized a 50%-profit-sharing initiative with gyms across 
the US. 

For creative, Bear and Born Primitive’s athletes shot explainer videos, posted 
them organically, and rapidly scaled spend: 
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With “Back the Gyms” as its COVID-19 cornerstone, Born Primitive and CTC 
transformed March 16th’s all-time low into an all-time high with … 

• Over 201% YoY in 2020 

• 16.31 ROAS during the campaign 

• And +$180k in donations to local gyms 

Community-centric initiatives amidst COVID-19 also led to an unlock for 
wedding and active accessory brand, QALO. 

Inspired by healthcare workers within the medical community, QALO 
responded with the Strata “Pulse” Silicone Ring. 
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Added to the product was a giveback program; for each purchase of the 
rings, $10 was donated to Project N95 to help source personal protective 
equipment to those in need. 

Launched at the end of April 2020, the rings quickly sold out in popular 
colorways. As a result, more than $125k has been donated. 

The growth and engagement resulting from the First Responder ring 
campaign serves as a strong reminder that the core of success comes from 
supporting your unique customer communities. 

So, has coronavirus changed everything? 

No. But only because both examples coalesce around a single theme 
common to all the data and trends we’ve examined … 
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The More Fashion Changes, the More 
Fashion Stays the Same 
In the end, the state of ecommerce fashion is good. Evolving? Yes. Risky? Sure. 
Without challenges? Of course not. 

Nonetheless, writ large every source declares: ”From biggest to even bigger.” 

Common to each trend is the centrality of customers. Seasons change. 
Tastes transform. Fads come and go. 

But people stay the same. We all want to belong. We all want 
buying to be easy. And we all want to look good. 

Common Thread Collective is an ecommerce growth agency that exists to 
help entrepreneurs achieve their dreams. We guide brands to scale beyond 
$2M-$30M in annual revenue profitability.  

Being owner-operators of three in-house brands — with 400.56% year-over-
year growth — gives us a frontline playbook to bring learnings to our clients. 
The “common thread” we found between successful entrepreneurs is the 
strength of their dreams. 

If you’d like to learn more, connect with us here.

https://commonthreadco.com/pages/contact
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